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This year, Nike re-launch of the marketing campaign, "went mad", further encourage runners keep running, which found more
unexpected fun. The track along, set "went mad" themed ad for the players and encouraging. Nike 150 professional and leader who,
only after a rigorous screening and 12 weeks of professional training, I have had the world's middle and long distance champion Mo
Farah ? (Mo Farah) and Galen Rupp ? (Galen Rupp) guidance and Liu encouragement. 
2014 Shanghai International Marathon half the proportion of women compared to last year's growth rate of over 8 percent, Nike in the
whole Shanghai 13 universities provides an eight-week run and Nike to enroll 10 km run girlsTraining Club training courses in order
to encourage more girls interested in running open their running journey. 
Shanghai Huaihai Nike brand experience store for players and offers a variety of interactive experiences. Shop special build "WE
RUN SH" contestants names walls, thirty-five thousand athletes from around the world can come here to find their names. The shop
has "went mad" electronic photo shoot area, after the pictures here, the players can receive timely picture and share with friends.
After the game, players can Huaihai Nike brand experience stores will finish finish results printed on T-shirts, and the joy of running
friends to celebrate after the game. Nike exclusively for this event to prepare printed with "WE RUN SH" to commemorate the running
product, runners can be to shop for.
< br / > well-known rapper Drake and Jordan Brand hand in hand to make the air jordan 10 "ovo" shoes recently announced specific
sale information. White rice quality shoe leather to create a simple but powerful body, insole with eye-catching owl label indicating the
joint identity, followed by embroidered golden jump man is particularly conspicuous, translucent golden outsole also become the
crowning touch. At present, the shoe is scheduled for September 12th officially on sale, the price is $225, the long-awaited friend
may wish to pay more attention to the purchase of. (YOYO)
believe that you are not familiar with the classic Marten Dr, in recent years, with the Japanese brand experiment uniform frequent joint
is to make its influence more on a floor. 
said dr.martens and experiment uniform's classic model of cooperation, it is in the March 2011 release of the Monkey Boot. Today,
we want to recommend this is the Martens x Dr uniformexperiment MonkeyBoots shoes. The whole shoe money to Dr Martens
classic styles monkey boot as the prototype, with comfortable UE design, and the use of fine bright leather olive leather) and soles
Dichotomanthes materials, to create this ingenuity of the shoes. Interested friends can be online shopping to dmusastore. 115 U.S.
dollars to buy this pair of shoes is indeed a double joint. 
Brand of 
: name of Dr Martens x uniform experiment
: monkey Boots
the price: $115 < br / > links to purchase: dmusastore
Following the May of this year released Hypervenom 2 football shoes, Nike overwhelmed and from the shoes derived out a new
generation of free Hypervenom 2: Innovation of running shoes, and pre empt the release of the first wave of color "grey wolf". The
vamp is still made from lightweight breathable Hypervenom material production, matched with shoes design and Flywire fly line
technology make shoes more fit the foot, finally equipped with ink details free 3.0 running shoe show. It is learnt that the shoe will be
available in July 6th at Titolo and other NSW designated retailers offer, interested friends may wish to pay more attention to.
last weekend my colleagues have the honor to take part in the Wangfujing, a Party, although I am not a person who is not a fan of the
skate, but the cool of the action, I believe that many people will and I envy. Along with the good development of the slide culture, the
sports equipment is also more and more popular. NIKE in this one as a pioneer in the development of the shoe, they design the III P-
Rod has been a lot of people like! Shoes, shoes, bold use of narrow shoes shaped design was the focus of the time, you can
imagine the foot was wrapped in shoes, and contact with the slide, the strong sense of touch will give you what kind of enjoyment! III
P-Rod is a good foundation for the signature shoe series. Today, we have a group of new color matching, whether it is a good choice
for us to wear on weekdays or on the slide! 
[Chinese shoes Network - Scroll News] own factory production of sandals sold well, so purchase just bought some fake "Adidas"
slippers sales, and ultimately, the plant director to be held criminally liable .
July 31, after Midong People's Court, Lee guilty of selling counterfeit registered trademark crimes, blankets fined 80,000 yuan,
printed with "adidas" and three-lobed design trademark 13 million pairs involved Slippers be confiscated and destroyed. 
Lee in Midong opened a shoe factory, which is corporate. 
2012 In September 2009, seeing its own factory producing slippers sell well, find a way to brand near Lee. After he told the purchase
of a factory in Fuzhou, printed with "adidas" counterfeiting registered trademarks of slippers 13 million pairs of shoes will be shipped
back to the factory warehouse, failed to sell. 
8 November the same year, when Lee factory Urumqi police inspect the scene seized and impounded 13 million pairs of sandals.
The police to Adidas Sports (China) Co. investigation, Lee company has not made use of Adidas letters and other patterns on
slippers trademark licensing products, its products are counterfeit products. 
After Urumqi price certification center identification, involving slippers worth 160,000 yuan. 
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